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1. ..............................

6. ..............................

2. ..............................

7. ..............................

3. ..............................

8. ..............................

4. ..............................

9. ..............................

5. ..............................

10. .............................

a. sunny b. snowy c. stormy d. foggy  e. hailing f. freezing
g. windy h. rainy  i. lightning j. cloudy

-13oC

A Write the weather conditions under the correct pictures.

B Match the feelings with the pictures.

C Match the seasons with the pictures.

1. .......................

6. .......................

3. .......................

8. .......................

2. .......................

7. .......................

4. .......................

9. .......................

5. .......................

10. .....................

• sunny • snowy • stormy • foggy • hailing 
• freezing • windy • rainy • lightning • cloudy

a. angry b. anxious c. cold d. excited e. surprised
f. moody g. sad h. scared  i. sleepy  j. happy

a. spring
b. summer
c. fall/autumn
d. winter
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4. A : - - - - ?
 B : It is partly cloudy and windy.

 A) What is the weather like
 B) What is the temperature

5. WEATHER

windy
snowy

(1)- - - -

excited
angry

(2)- - - -

EMOTIONS

  (1) (2)
 A) moody / sleepy 
 B) snowy / energetic 

1. It is rainy outside. You need your - - - - .

 A)  B) 

2. It is -12°C outside. It is - - - - .

 A) sunny and dry B) freezing

3. My favourite season is - - - - . 
I feel energetic and  happy 

when it is snowy.

 A) autumn B) winter

D Look at the diagram and fill in the blanks.

E Read the weather forecast and answer the questions.

F Circle the correct option.

1. It is ………………………, and Simon feels ……………………… on these days.
2. It is ………………………, and Karen feels ……………………… on these days.
3. It is ………………………, and Ron feels ……………………… on these days.
4. It is ………………………, and Harry feels ……………………… on these days.
5. It is ………………………, and Ginny feels ……………………… on these days.

1. What is the weather like in Ankara?
 …………………………………………………………
2.	 What	is	the	temperature	in	İstanbul?
 …………………………………………………………
3.	 What	is	the	weather	like	in	İzmir?
 …………………………………………………………
4. What is the temperature in Adana?
 …………………………………………………………

Welcome to the weather forecast. In Ankara, it’s very 
windy and cold. There is a chance of rain too. The 
temperature	is	around	10°C.	In	İstanbul,	it’s	rainy	all	
day	today.	There	may	be	a	storm	in	the	afternoon.	The	
temperature	is	a	bit	higher—at	around	13°C.	In	İzmir,	it	is	
sunny	but	windy.	The	temperature	is	16°C.	Adana	is	sunny	
and hot today. The temperature is 25°C.
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A
2. foggy 3. cloudy 4. stormy 5. hailing
6. rainy 7. freezing 8. lightning 9. snowy
10. sunny

B
2. h 3. c 4. f   5. i 6. e 7. d 8. g
9.	b	 10. a

C
1. d    2.	b				3. c    4. a  

D
2. cloudy / sleepy
3. rainy / moody
4. sunny / happy
5. snowy / anxious

E
1. It is very windy and cold.
2. It	is	around	13°C.
3. it	is	sunny	but	windy.
4. It is 25°C.

F
1. A    2. B    3. B    4. A    5. B


